The **Maker Learning Collaborative** is a regional working group comprised of individuals and organizations who seek to define and develop quality maker education and spaces for making. We seek to strengthen the Pittsburgh region’s existing maker education programming and connect maker education with local economic development and workforce readiness efforts.

**MAKER LEARNING**

- Combines hands-on problem solving with interdisciplinary learning
- Develops curiosity and confidence
- Makes the world’s tools and materials more visible and accessible

**OUR VISION**

Robust, accessible maker opportunities in every community that empower people to pursue creative pathways and positively impact their own lives and the broader community.

**CURRENT PROJECTS**

- **Maker Spotlight Series**: Amplifying stories of regional maker educators
- **Makerspace Catalog**: Organizing the places, opportunities, and educators that help make making possible
- **Connection Making**: Creating additional synchronous and asynchronous touchpoints for current and prospective members

**JOIN US**

- Learn more: remakelearning.org/maker
- Subscribe to our newsletter: remakelearning.org/subscribemaker
- Contact Working Group lead: Nick Schiner, nschiner@digitalpromise.org

*The Maker Learning Collaborative* is a working group of Remake Learning, a network in the Pittsburgh region that ignites engaging, relevant, and equitable learning practices. Learn more at remakelearning.org/maker
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